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Town of Yarmouth
Water Resources Advisory Committee
Minutes of Meeting - July L, 2OL9
Yarmouth Town Hall, Conference Room A - 4:00pm
Members Present: Curt Sears-Chair, John Deliso, Tom Roche, Renie Hamman, Tom Durkin Lee
Rowley-Vice Chair, George Perkins, Paul O'Bryan and Spyro Mitrokostas.
Others Present: Dave Young-CDM Smith, Kara Johnston-CDM Smith, Karen Greene-Director of
Community Development, Rich Bienvenue-Municipal Operations Director, Kathy Williams-Town
Planner, Jeff Colby-DPW Director and Jocelyn Raneo-DPW Principle Office Assistant.

Callto Order
The meeting was called to order by Chairperson Sears at 4:00pm.
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Cultural center meeting follow up: Chairperson Sears feels meeting went well. Rich Bienvenue is
working on documentation to further answer questions for the residents that have come up.
The amount of nitrogen needed to be removed cannot be done with lA and Massachusetts
requires testing to be completed with the application. The other topic that needs further
discussion is financing and the plan which needs to be discussed by Fall Town Meeting. lt is
difficult because as of right now we only have estimates. Need to compile a series of options to
add up to the estimated total.
Summer meeting outreach schedule (handout)-Community and Economic Dev. Committee is
interested in supporting the project. Lee Rowley suggested a group meeting with them to
coordinate efforts. Other suggestion was to include them in the next meeting or a couple of
WRAC members attend their meeting. lt has also been addressed at town staff meetings. Karl
VonHone has groups that he works with that he would like the committee to sit down with.
Bruce would like Health Department to be involved. Karl would like alternatives to be discussed
such as shell fish and would like to assist. Finance committee was met with and are supportive.
Makes more sense to add to tax rate. CPC was met with as an informative meeting and that the
Waste Water lnfrastructure Fund would be in addition to the CPA funds. Tom Roche: Yarmouth
can't compare to other towns (Sandwich) because of the income differences. Renie Hamman
agrees and feels that there would be panic if a large impact was made to the tax rate. This
program will benefit everyone and other projects. Lee Rowley: Will we be making a
recommendation to the BOS? Waiting on legislation before going in front of board. Target is fall
for Town Meeting. Chairperson Sears would like to meet with BOS sooner rather than later.
Rich Bienvenue has met with BOS individually and they are all supportive. Updates have been
sent to them and will continue. Chairperson Sears feels people are very concerned about cost
which we can't answer but we need to get BOS on board. Rich Bienvenue will check BOS
agenda and get on schedule. Falltown meeting date will be discussed at7l3O BOS meeting
(looking at LO/29). Lee Rowley is wondering why this is being delayed to spring and if the new
DPW facility and the school issues are the reason for the delay. Rich Bienvenue confirmed that
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due to the other articles it has been pushed to the fall. Lee Rowley would like to move the
process alon8. Collection system options were discussed by Tom Roche and David Young. Tom
Roche was wondering about when a decision will be made on which option will be chosen. Lee
Rowley: How does the schedule affect the design of the treatment plant? David young: you
would be paying for part of the design. Lee Rowley: Do we need to appropriate money for this?
Dave Young: Yes. Lee Rowley does not want Yarmouth to be the last town to come to a decision
and delay anything. Rich Bienvenue feels decisions need to be made before the process starts
to enter the DHY aBreement. DHY meets the third Friday every month at 9am. BOS may be
waiting to finalize other issues before moving on and making decisions about DHY but it is felt
that Yarmouth needs to "catch up" with Harwich and Dennis. FINCOM and CDEC will be added
to the list. Rich Bienvenue was wondering if the committee would like to do another
community outreach again. John Deliso discussed venues such as Town Hall, Cultural Center
and the Senior Center. More meetings to come with focus on north side and West Yarmouth.
Chairperson Sears suBsested involving students to help educate them on the issues. Lee Rowley
mentioned that the Historical Society is not interested in meeting at this time.
DHY Update-(handout) Subgroup meeting-request

to pushback design funding to spring 2O2O
instead of fall. Special legislation was passed on to the House of Reps. On the move. AII edits
have been accepted. Agreements have to be approved by each town to become effective.
Money for surveying which is better to be done in the fall (aerial). Lee Rowley was wondering if
there is an advantage if we ask for fundin8 now and how much is needed for phase one and the
fly over. David Young explained that there needs to be a plan decided on before the funding
totals can be determined and is currently working on getting that data. Lee Rowley Feels we
need to move forward and make a decision and wants to make sure everyone is serious about
the project. Rich Bienvenue explained that DHY is an alternative and that Yarmouth can go
alone if needed to remove the required nitroBen levels. When we near town meeting a
recommendation would need to be discussed on which plan to do and why it is being
recommended. Lee Rowley feels it is already proven that the DHY Partnership is the more
practical solution and the Committee should vote soon. He also feels that the perception is
Yarmouth is draBBing their feet. There would be a two to three year construction program if
approved. Lee Rowley: What can be done in the interim to speed this up? David Young: Show
positive steps. John Deliso suggests as we go forward presenting the finance package that we
try to predict the cost as best as we can and what the cost projection looks like. Public does not
like surprises. Rich Bienvenue explained that one of the difficulties is that the problem is phase
one is largely commercial and there is no average. John Deliso wants the public to have an idea
of what will be expected of them and scenarios on what costs will look like. There was a
discussion on a possibility of a policy to have existing septic systems filled once hooked up to

Wastewater Flow Projections Update-Zoning initiatives have been passed and 15,000 have
been looked at and what the possibilities are for the properties. Working with CDM on
spreadsheet to sum up the different flows with the different possibilities and what cost would
be. Existing zoning and what we think could happen. May need some changes. No definite on
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when growth will occur. Land use controls-whatever flow you put in you need a system in place
to manage that flowStaff Updates-Appointments for one year are coming up on 8/31. Email sent for
reappointments. Mark Forest will reach out to individuals. Jeff Colby met with Barnstable DpW
staff grant community partnership starting new one. Barnstable is receptive. Looking to
coordinate WW collection expansion plans. Additional sleeves. Opportunities to work with
Yarmouth (paid for by them) Expand WW How to move forward.
Chairperson Sears: Lou Nickenello would like to meet to discuss his new development. More to
come,
Future Agenda ltems-Date offall Town MeetinE and when this project will be addressed.
Recommendations that needs to be made. Votes on DHY. Recommendations for funding (cost
recovery). Update on Nickenello Property. Hyannis park discussion. Design costs and other
special town meeting items. Water Resources Enterprise Fund District recommendations
(water/sewer)?

that as the town moves on a new commission needs to be formed and David
pointed
Young
out that the BOS is acting as sewer commissioners. Regulations need to be
adopted.
Lee Rowley feels

Next meeting date is planned for AuBust 5th

Meeting Adiournment
Motion to adjourn by Tom Roche at 5:0lpm, Second Renie Hamman.

